Dragonfly is a visual positioning system that provides precise location in 3 dimensions to automated
equipment, such as autonomous mobile robots and drones.
Applying patented simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technology, Dragonfly uses the
equipment's camera to deliver highly accurate location. No other sensor is needed.
Dragonfly helps solve a major problem: GPS does not work indoors, and it may not be accurate enough
outdoors. Robots, Drones, Automated and Unmanned Vehicles cannot rely on GPS for most of the
operations.
Dragonfly provides instead a reliable, effective and accurate location, by using only an on-board camera.
The camera is the only sensor required to compute location. Dragonfly does simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM), performing visual odometry while simultaneously mapping the surrounding
environment, locating the mobile device in that reconstructed environment.

FEATURES
Dragonfly computes the device's location in a venue and makes it available for external applications.
Coordinates
The location is provided as
6-DOF [x,y,z + yaw, pitch,
roll] and WSG-84 [latitude,
longitude + and altitude off
the floor]

Physical working
environment
Dragonfly can work
indoors, outdoors or a mix
of both.

Accuracy
Dragonfly can deliver an
average location accuracy
better than 5 cm, when
properly calibrated.

Programming environment
Dragonfly comes as a Java
application with full support
for Linux and MacOS.
Different integrations and
environments can be
provided upon request.

Integration
Dragonfly provides API
for custom integration
into external
applications.

For more information, please visit www.dragonflycv.com or email sales@accuware.com
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SYSTEM COMPONENT
Camera
One camera (mono or stereo) has to be mounted on board of the devices.
Dragonfly can leverage the existing cameras, if any.

Server
Dragonfly runs on a server that collects the video streams from the camera. The
server can be an on-board machine, or a remote server to which the devices
connect over an internet connection.

Dashboard
The dashboard allows the management of the site's data and integrates the
visualization of real time positions.

SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Dragonfly must be calibrated prior to using the system, to provide a valid geo-reference. The calibration
process establishes the relationship between the map and global coordinates (latitude and longitude, or
x, y, z –in meters-), as well as altitude off the floor.
The calibration is usually performed by using at least three Visual Markers*:
•

Visual Markers are QR code-like patterns that encode their 3D coordinates in the real world:
latitude, longitude and altitude.

•

The camera estimates its 3D position relative to the marker.

•

Markers are generated through Dragonfly's dashboard, and are printed on regular printers.

•

Markers can be removed once the calibration is complete

* Visual Markers usage is optional. Dragonfly also provides a feature which allows to perform a manual calibration without
visual marker by setting reference points on the floor plan while navigating.

For more information, please visit www.dragonflycv.com or email sales@accuware.com
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EQUIPEMENT
Monocular or Stereo Cameras
Dragonfly can work with monocular and stereo cameras: there are important differences to consider
when choosing the type of camera.
Type of Camera

Monocular Camera

Stereo Camera

Accuracy

5-10 cm

5-10 cm

Server

Intel Core i3 Quad-core,16GB RAM

Intel core i5 Quad-core,32GB RAM

Pure rotation
movements*

NO

YES

Resolution

VGA (640x480 px resolution)

Field of View

120-170°

VGA (640x480 px resolution)

90-120° (Each camera)

* Pure Rotation happens when the camera rotates on just one axis. This happens frequently on drones, for example. Dragonfly
cannot support this movement on monocular cameras, unless a preliminary “site survey” has been performed.

Server
Dragonfly requires a powerful computing unit, where the location engine runs. The server can be
mounted on board of the device, or it can be a remote server. These are the servers’ minimum
requirements for a single monocular camera.

CPU

Real Quad-core*, at least AMD Ryzen 3 or Intel Core i3-8100

RAM

16 GB

O/S

Ubuntu 16.04, Ubuntu 18.04 or MacOS High Sierra

* Real quad-core means that the CPU needs to have at least 4 physical cores. A CPU with 4 simulated cores such as a 2 cores
CPU with 4 threads is not recommend.

For more information, please visit www.dragonflycv.com or email sales@accuware.com
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Dragonfly is provided in different configurations to accommodate a variety of needs.
Version 1

The basic system architecture
consists of a camera streaming
digital video to a processing
engine, which forwards the
device's position to a client
capable of issuing controls.

Version 2

All 3 components may run on
one single device, which
includes the camera, the
processing unit, and the client
to visualize the location.

Version 3

Camera (USB) and processing
engine may run on the same
device, communicating with a
remote client via the API.

Version 4

Only the camera runs on the
mobile device. It communicates
remotely with the processing
engine running on a separate
server, which in turn
communicates with a remote
client.

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Server:
-

Ubuntu 16.04 or 18.04, MacOS High Sierra, or above.
Real quad-core CPU (AMD Ryzen 3 or Intel Core i3-8100).
16 GB of RAM.

Camera(s):
-

Monocular camera: 640x480 @ 60fps, field-of-view > 70°.
Stereo camera(s): 2x 640x480 @ 60fps, field-of-view < 120° each.

For more information, please visit www.dragonflycv.com or email sales@accuware.com
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